Internal Scholarship
2012-2013

1. Shamshuipo Tsung Tsin Church Scholarship
   (Awarded to students with outstanding academic results and conduct and excellent leadership skills)
   5E CHEUNG CHUNG YEUNG
   6C KWOK NGA MAN

2. Shamshuipo Tsung Tsin Church Alumni Scholarship
   (Awarded to an S.6 student with the most outstanding performance in the HKDSE examination)
   6C YUEN SON SANG

3. Yau Tai Wai Memorial Prize
   (Awarded to students with distinction in English)
   6A CHIM WUNG CHEONG

4. Wong Wai Sum Scholarship
   (Awarded to students with excellent performance in Extra-Curricular Activities)
   1C FUNG TSZ YAN
   2E SIU TSZ FUNG
   3C LAM HO YAN
   4A KONG TSZ SIN SARAH
   5C TSOI HUEN
   6C HIU CHI HIN

5. Yau Yan Ching Outstanding Academic Award
   (Awarded to S.6 students with outstanding academic results)
   6A AU CHING HO
   6A LAM KWAN HO
   6B KEUNG KI SAN
6. **Award for Compassionate Shatin Tsung-tsiners**
(Awarded to students who have shown great enthusiasm and compassion in serving others)

- 4A  CHAN WAI YAN
- 5E  CHAN CHUN TING

7. **STTSS P.T.A. Award for Outstanding Public Exam Performance**
(Awarded to S.6 students with outstanding performance in the HKDSE examination)

- 6A  AU CHING HO
- 6A  CHOW KA WAI
- 6A  LAM HOI CHUN
- 6A  LAM KA MAN
- 6A  WU CHIA YI

8. **STTSS P.T.A. Outstanding Academic Award**
(Awarded to S.6 students with outstanding academic results)

- 6A  AU CHING HO
- 6A  LAM KWAN HO
- 6B  KEUNG KI SAN

9. **STTSS Scholarship**
(Awarded to S.6 students with distinction in subjects)

- Physics  6A  CHAN SZE CHUN
- Chemistry  6A  LAM KWAN HO
- Biology  6A  CHOW KA WAI
- Information & Communication Technology  6C  YUEN SON SANG
- Chinese History  6E  HUI KWAI YEUNG
- Chinese Literature  6C  KWOK NGA MAN
- Economics  6C  NIP WAI KAI
- Geography  6C  HUI CHI HIN
- History  6D  SIU CHUN TO
- Liberal Studies  6C  CHEUNG CHAK WANG
- Visual Arts  6C  LEE LOK YI
- Christian Education  6C  HUI CHI HIN
- Physical Education  (M)  6C  WONG HOI CHUN
- Physical Education  (F)  6C  LAU YING YUNG